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Delhi Belly - Saigal Blues
Misc Soundtrack

Hi Guys!
       This is Vaibhav Kapoor here. Well, it s my first try to make the
arrangements of 
this beautiful song. I think it s a great tribute to SEHGAL SAHIB. Please feel
free to 
mail me back with any alterations or correction on this song at
koolmaddyvaibhav@gmail.com
The chord structure is quite easy. It s very interesting as the progression is
not the 
usual ones you hear from todays songs.

A#m - (688666)
D#m - (668876)
Fm  - (88101098)

To get the OST effects, please use a electric guitar with a whammy and the right
tone 
with the help of a processor. :D

Saigal Blues

N.C
Aanâ€¦
Duniya mein pyar jab barse
Na jane dil yeh kyun tarse
Duniya mein pyar jab barse
Na jane dil yeh kyun tarse

     A#m
Duniya mein pyar jab barse
A#m D#m              Fm
Na jane dil yeh kyun tarse
Hai..

(A little lead)
e--6s9-8-- e--6s8s9-- e-9s8-9-9s10-----------|
b--------- b---------  b---------------------|
g--------- g---------  g---------------------|
d--------- d---------  d-------------13-15---|

   A#m
Is dil ko kaise samjhao
A#m D#m             Fm
Pagal ko kaise mein manaoon
(Electric guitar) - Power Chords

B B G#m B BB x 2 (Listen to the song for timing)



D#m Fm
Aaaaaaâ€¦

   A#m
Is dil ko kaise samjhao
A#m D#m             Fm
Pagal ko kaise mein manaoon
A#m
Naadaniyan joh tum karte
A#m D#m                  Fm
Baandish mein hum yeh kyun marte

Hai.. hai.. hai..
(Guitar lead instrumental)

   A#m
Is dard ki na hai dawai
A#m D#m             Fm
Majnu hai ya tu hai kasai
Hun..
Aaaâ€¦
   A#m
Is dard ki na hai dawai
A#m D#m             Fm
Majnu hai ya tu hai kasai
  A#m
Jebon mein lakh phool ghaste
A#m D#m          Fm
Kyun ek phool pe atke
Hai..       (Blues lead)
Aaâ€¦..       (Blues lead)

If you felt some notes were wrong or any correction is required then please
reply to 
this post and correct it or m,ail me at koolmaddyvaibhav@gmail.com


